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Introduction
The city of Peoria is a dynamic, forward thinking, and conscientious organization. It is only appropriate
that its Public Works department reflect these characteristics. A Strategic Plan has been an integral
part of the Public Works fabric since its original American Public Works Association (APWA)
Accreditation in 2009. This document integrates citywide values with department specific purpose.
The latest iteration of the Public Works Strategic Plan was developed as a bridge to transition a
structural change (dividing into two departments—Public Works and Water Services) as well as a
leadership change (a new department director).
Along with a reinforcement of the Mission, Vision and Values of Public Works, the strategic plan is a
reflection of an extensive Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threat (SWOT) assessment.
From that assessment developed a series of goals, tactics and performance measures to move the
organization forward. The following pages provide such strategy for each division.
The Strategic Plan is outlined as follows:
1. City Council Goals
2. Mission, vision and values
3. Department Responsibilities and Organization
4. SWOT Summation and Implementation Plans
a. Facilities
b. Fleet
c. Solid Waste
d. Streets
e. Transit

CITY COUNCIL GOALS
Setting long-term priorities for the city is one of the most important responsibilities for Peoria’s elected
officials. The City Council’s policy goals are policy statements that set the direction for the
organization and act as a touchstone for making financial and operational decisions to achieve
community expectations. The following are the livability initiatives reflected throughout the
organization.
Superior Public Safety
Smart Growth
Economic Prosperity
Arts, Culture and Recreational Enrichment
Integrated Transportation
Healthy Neighborhoods
Superior Public Service

MISSION
To preserve and enhance the City of Peoria's infrastructure and programs for future generations
through sustainable practices, superior public service, and efficient operation and maintenance.
VISION
To be responsible stewards of our City’s resources to ensure that they are sustainable through the
generations. This includes recycling, conservation, reuse, and regeneration.
To build and operate facilities, infrastructure and public spaces to maximize the quality of life for the
present generation without compromising the needs of the future generations.
To be recognized as leaders in service delivery in the areas of Solid Waste, Streets, Storm Drains, Fleet
Operation, Facilities Management and Transit.
VALUES STATEMENT
We serve with integrity, embrace diversity, and are responsible stewards of taxpayer dollars and the
natural environment.
WE ARE AN INCLUSIVE CITY
The city of Peoria follows and unwavering adherence to the principles of respecting diversity, and
ensuring inclusive practices. Through the leadership of our interdepartmental Diversity Team, we
work to assure that the Peoria community, as well as all city of Peoria governmental departments, is
welcoming, and respectful to everyone.

City of Peoria

Core Values

“The City of Peoria team members share a commitment to
provide quality service for our community.”
P

Professional

Demonstrates professional skills and knowledge needed to perform the job; keeps informed of developments
in the professional field and applies this knowledge to the job; encourages and supports the development of
subordinate personnel.

E

Ethical

Maintains the highest standards of personal integrity, truthfulness, honesty, and fairness in carrying out public
duties; avoids any improprieties; trustworthy, maintains confidentiality; never uses City position or power for
personal gain.

O

Open

Communicates effectively orally and in writing; involves appropriate individuals and keeps others informed;
acts as a team member; participates and supports committees/boards/commissions/task forces; approachable;
receptive to new ideas; supports diversity and treats others with respect; actively listens.

R

Responsive

Consistently emphasizes and supports customer service; takes responsibility to respond to all customers in a
prompt, efficient, friendly, and patient manner; represents the City in an exemplary manner with civic
groups/organizations and the public.

I

Innovative

Demonstrates original thinking, ingenuity, and creativity by introducing new ideas or courses of action;
supports innovative problem-solving by identifying and implementing better methods and procedures; takes
responsible risks; demonstrates initiative and “follows through” on development and completion of
assignments.

A

Accountable

Accepts responsibility; committed to providing quality service to our community; plans, organizes, controls
and delegates appropriately; work produced is consistent and completed within required timeframes;
implements or recommends appropriate solutions to problems; acknowledges mistakes; manages human and
financial resources appropriately.

DEPARTMENT RESPONSIBILITIES AND DUTIES
The Peoria Public Works Department employs 169 Full-time staff, and has a Fiscal Year 2021 Operating
Budget of over $50.5 million. The Department is organized into six divisions including: Administration,
Facilities, Fleet Maintenance, Solid Waste, Streets, and Transit
The Public Works Administrative Division provides overall direction, management, support and
administrative services for the entire department. This division ensures quality and consistent customer
service for each of the department’s programs. Administration is responsible for preparing advocating,
and managing the department budgets.
The Facilities Division provides building maintenance, custodial services, facility technical support,
and utility management services for over 800,000 square feet of city buildings, including the Municipal
Complex, Municipal Operations Center, Sports Complex and Public Safety Facility. All newly
constructed city buildings meet the minimum standards for LEED Certification (Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design), which demonstrates that they are environmentally friendly, safe and a
healthy place to work.
The Fleet Maintenance Division provides fleet administration and maintenance services to all City
Departments with the exception of the Fire Department, with over 888 pieces of rolling stock. This
division also manages the Fleet Replacement Reserve, an internal services fund that provides for
replacement of equipment through service charges to all operating divisions of the City. The City
incorporates the use of alternative fuels into the fleet. Fuel service includes E-85 Ethanol and B-20
Diesel.
The Solid Waste Division provides automated curbside collection of residential refuse and recycling;
collection and disposal services to commercial accounts; and environmental services, including
household hazardous waste disposal and commercial recycling services. The division also operates an
annual Christmas tree drop-off program.
The Streets Division is responsible for the maintenance of 625 linear miles of roadway, 16,479
streetlights, traffic signals, signing and striping, sidewalks, storm drains, and street sweeping.
The Transit Division provides transit services including three contracted fixed routes and dial-a-ride
services. Management of the City’s Travel Reduction Program and Clean Air Campaign is also provided
through this division. In addition, as one of several Going Green Practices Transit provides employee
educational materials and participation incentives. This division is currently working in conjunction with
Valley Metro to update the Regional Transit Plan, and to initiate new fixed route services in Peoria.
REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT
Local: City of Peoria Charter
County: Maricopa County, Arizona Ordinances
State: Arizona States Constitution, Statutes, and Administrative Code.
Federal: United States Constitution and Code.

FACILITIES SWOT
SUMMATION AND
IMPLEMENTATION
PLAN

September 2019

Goal – Improve Customer Service
Livability Goal(s): Superior Public Service

Purpose:
Provide a high quality, professional, and clean environment for our employees and citizens. Using
technology and professional contacts improve the customer service and communication to City
employees and visitors regarding their facilities projects and work orders. This is important to provide a
professional, clean, and safe environment for our customers.

Tactic/Strategy:
•

•

•
•
•
•

Employ Technology – Implement/utilize
INFOR Asset Management System to
track, provide data, etc. to identify
requirements and future needs. Use
email to notify customers of updates or
changes to their work orders. Purchase
laptops/phones for technicians to
improve timeliness of work order
management. All Technical Operations
personnel and Tech II’s have received
their laptops. Replace Tech I desktop computers with laptops or tablets as scheduled
replacements become available. Research appropriate technology and implement. Purchase
smartphones as funding permits. Research mobile application requirements for INFOR Asset
Management System (these capabilities are available in future upgrade).
Training - Ensure the training of our personnel to include technical, professional, and diversity.
Requested an increased training budget to continue with certifications and improve cross
training and professional development
Improve communication and job ownership between staff within the Facilities division by
obtaining laptops for all technicians and investigating the feasibility of mobile applications.
Acquire Additional Personnel to Reduce Delivery Times/Assess current staff and responsibilities
to redistribute workloads
Create and implement a customer service satisfaction survey to distribute to facility
coordinators and customers throughout the city.
Communication - Provide Updates to the PW Director and City Personnel
o Provide written information about Facilities to better educate who we are and what we
do through the use of the City Manager’s Report and the intranet
o Provide the Director with weekly work order report
o Provide respective Directors of projects with periodic updates
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•

Implement the Facility Coordinator program to increase communication and responsiveness to
our city personnel.
o Meet with Facility Coordinators on a bi-annual basis to provide updates and obtain
feedback. We plan to implement this by 31 Mar 2019.

Performance Measures:
•
•
•

Review customer service surveys from Facility Coordinators and personnel throughout
the City.
Evaluate metrics for projects including number of incoming projects, estimated
completion time vs. actual completion time.
Analyze response time and turnaround time and post results in performance measures.

Public Works – Facilities Division
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Goal – Identify core duties/responsibilities and/or analyze and utilize data to align core services with
resources.
Livability Goal(s): Superior Public Service
Purpose:
This is important to improve communication and clarify customer expectations of the Facilities Division.
This allows the personnel to focus on the primary mission of Facilities, which includes professional
custodial service, preventive maintenance, and responsiveness to emergency and urgent requests.

Tactic/Strategy:
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Implement Facility Coordinators Program - Meet and brief Directors on the
implementation of the Facility Coordinators program.
o Meet with the Facility Coordinators to improve customer service and clarify
expectations of the Facilities Division. Identify core services and define areas of
responsibility to include well sites, utilities equipment/sites, parks (lighting and
plumbing), etc.
Analyze Data and Look at Strategies to Reduce Calls for Office Temperature Issues
Implement an AC/Chiller Replacement Program over the next 5 years
Develop Strategies for more Reliable Lighting
Leading to less Work Orders and Maintenance Time
Inventory Management and Tracking through the
EMS upgrade scheduled for completion over the
next year
Assess necessary staff needed to perform core
responsibilities and add or change as needed.
Identify all services and identify A-typical
responsibilities; discuss with leadership to redirect
services/expectations for delivery.
o Propose New Policy on Picture Hanging
(identify areas to use time more efficiently)
Implement new policies on Facilities responsibilities
and communicate to City staff. Create written documentation for the policies.
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Performance Measure(s):
•

•
•
•

Continue to improve metrics and communicate findings to the Facility Coordinators and
Directors. Metrics will include time spent on hanging pictures, response to well sites,
plumbing and lighting at parks, etc.
Completion of AC/Chiller Replacement Program over the next 5 years
Complete evaluation of staffing responsibilities and redistribute work.
Evaluate turnaround time on core services for improvements.

Goal – Training Opportunities
Livability Goal(s): Superior Public Service
Purpose:
This is important to allow for
technical and professional
development of personnel.
Cross Training will develop
flexibility and increased
opportunity of our maintenance
personnel. Due to the
classification of our maintenance
personnel, they must be well
rounded and able to perform
various maintenance and repair
operations to include electrical,
mechanical, plumbing, and
carpentry trades.

Tactics/Strategy:
•

•
•

Cross Training Opportunities - Encourage personnel to cross train and develop a broad range
of skills. Look at training opportunities for personnel and develop an increased training
budget. Identify time and impact required for increased training. Increased funding for
training has been included in this year’s budget request.
o Cross train the projects team on backflow services and furniture systems.
Identify funding
Increase and Broaden Skill Levels of Technicians (HVAC, Electrical, and Plumbing)
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Performance Measure(s):
•

•

Review and monitor reduced completion times for work orders specifically plumbing and
electrical. This can be affected by increasing workers and/or cross training personnel. I
believe the greatest impact would be achieved by adding additional technician positions to
increase labor resources for the Facilities Division.
Increased support and ability to solve issues during absences.

Public Works – Facilities Division
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Goal – Strong first impression of buildings
Livability Goal(s): Superior Public Service

Purpose:
The first impression sets
the tone and perception
of the City, Public Works,
and the Facilities Division.
If we can maintain a
clean, neat, and
professional image for
our facilities, grounds,
vehicles, and personnel,
the community and
employees will have a
sense of pride and
ownership in maintaining
the higher standard.

Tactics/Strategy:
Cleanliness
o Maintain and or increase standards of cleaning. Obtain additional custodial personnel to
increase standards of cleaning i.e. number of days of cleaning, dusting, glass cleaning,
mopping/shining, carpet cleaning, etc. The time frame and frequency of cleaning are
dependent on an increase in labor resources or increasing contractual support.
• Wayfinding
o Update all wayfinding signs to reflect the new organizational structure to include DCSB,
City Hall Complex grounds and directory signs, etc. Need to obtain funding through the
CIP or supplemental process. This should be accomplished by 2021.
• Professional and High Quality Features
o Challenge – grounds maintenance responsibility is within the Parks, Recreation, and
Community Facilities Department. Maintain close communication and work relationship
with this Department in order to achieve this goal as a team.
o Develop a plan for the 3 fountains within the City Hall complex area.
Performance Measure(s):
•

•

Create internal and external customer service surveys to measure public opinion of cleanliness
and ease of locating facilities.
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Develop better preventative maintenance and asset management program. Monitor
preventative maintenance versus unscheduled repairs and look for improvements. Set a
standard for percentage of time that should be spent on preventative maintenance vs. repair
• When someone Mentions “Facilities”, what do you want them to think about?
Positives
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Premier Buildings
Responsive
Clean
Professional
Customer Oriented
Beautiful Facilities
“Knight in Shining Armor” – always there to help in an emergency
“Who you gonna call?”
Prepared
Adaptable
Know where to go for something.
Know who is where.
A safe place.
Comfortable Temperatures
A place where good and helpful people are.

Negatives
•
•
•
•
•

Non-responsive
Dirty Facilities
Too Hot, Too Cold
Broken, Leaking, Deteriorated
Deferred Maintenance

Public Works – Facilities Division
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FLEET SWOT
SUMMATION AND
IMPLEMENTATION
PLAN

September
2019

Goal - Maintain Skilled Staff
Livability Goal(s): Superior Public Service
Purpose:
The single greatest asset of Fleet Maintenance is its skilled staff,
especially its technicians. Advancing technologies, the broad
range of types of equipment in the city fleet, and the high
workload of technicians make having experienced, trained,
and capable technicians a must. Unlike similar municipal or
public repair facilities, our staff size does not allow for
specialization. All technicians must be capable to work on a range of
equipment from lawn mowers to garbage trucks and a span of work from
complex engine repairs to advanced hydraulic systems. Trained and experienced staff allow for less
equipment downtime, better control of the equipment with repairs accomplished through Fleet, few
if any ‘comebacks’, and faster repair times allowing for more work to be accomplished and reduced
costs to our customers. Our efficiency and capabilities touch each city division that uses a vehicle
maintained by Fleet.
Tactic/Strategy:
• Technician training - vital for present and forthcoming technologies (Hybrid, EV, ADAS, and
Autonomous).
• Ongoing training for complex systems: SCR/DEF, refuse equipment, light duty drivability, air
conditioning, heavy duty powertrain, etc.
• Utilize vendor provided classes, online opportunities, and local training within budget
constraints and workload.
o Continue to work on an internal ‘shared knowledge’, teamwork, platform to
accomplish internal training. We will maintain a positive and supportive work
environment to aid in retention. This tactic is ‘ongoing.’
Performance Measure(s):
• A very broad measure is of repairs that Fleet must outsource due to technical limitations. Our
goal is only to be limited by special tools or resources and not knowledge.
• ASE - Target 100% ASE certification as a staff and
four or more individual certifications per
technician.
• Add overall training hours per employee - Target
25 hours of technical training per technician each
year.
1
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Goal - Technology System Improvements
Livability Goal(s): Superior Public Service
Purpose:
Our Fuel Management system currently
experiences numerous failures in
hardware and software. The result is a
high administrative workload for Fleet as
well as interference with fuel access by
our customers. This system is vital for
fueling, maintenance values, and Fleet
chargeback of costs. The current vendor
has dismissed all on-site repair staff and
parts of the fuel island can experience extended ‘out of service’ periods. Secondly, our FIMS (FASTER)
is being upgraded. After it becomes functional, Fleet would like to work toward a paperless request
and work order system. This change would reduce and/or eliminate written repair requests (carbon
forms), technician work orders, vehicle inspection lists, and parts requests.
Tactic/Strategy:
• Seek to replace the Fuel Management system. The replacement system would be with an
established provider that has local support. This project replaces all associated hardware and
software, which then interfaces with our FIMS. The smooth functionality of our fuel distribution
centers is vital.
• The ‘paperless’ initiative can be started after the FASTER upgrade is complete and with the
addition of computers. Then Fleet administration will need to formulate and implement
paperless form options for all currently listed paper uses. This strategy relates to sustainability
and efficiency, again correlating to Superior Public Service.
• Explore 3D printers as an option for replacement parts in the future when economically feasible
and the parts needing replaced can be composed of carbon elements.
o Contact a vendor and request demonstration, research options.
Performance Measure(s):
• Fleet Information Management System, FASTER, upgrade complete July, 2019.
• FASTER code programming (flat rates, job codes, etc) completed December, 2019.
• New fuel management system installed by January 2020.
• Additional computer workstations and hardware installed January 2020.
• Implementation of ‘paperless’ initiative March 2020.
2
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Goal – Facility Management
Livability Goal(s): Superior Public Service
Purpose:
A Fleet maintenance facility plays a key role in
the efficiency, safety, and capabilities for
technicians to perform their tasks. The current
30 year-old Fleet repair shop has long been
outgrown through expansion of the city fleet,
in particular heavy trucks. On a daily basis,
technicians have to work outside leading to
both ADEQ (environmental) and ADOSH (safety, work conditions) compliance challenges. The overall
concept and layout no longer is efficient for Fleet operations. The best solution is the construction or
acquisition of a new Fleet Maintenance facility.
Tactic/Strategy:
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

Build or acquire at least 45,000sq ft Fleet Maintenance facility, adequate for
current needs and room for growth of the city fleet. Improved work areas and
work environment.
Fund site study and design, BY 2022.
Construction funding divided and incorporated into their budgets among the
following: Commercial & Residential Solid Waste, Streets, Wastewater,
Wastewater Expansion, Water, Water Expansion, BY 2024.
Resolve any relocation, after location search (including neighboring properties
and buildings), best current proposed location is the SE corner of the MOC
parking lot adjacent to lot exit.
All parts and tire storage will then comply with ADEQ stormwater
requirements.
Oil storage tanks (clean and used) will then comply with EPA requirements.
Facility tools, storage, electrical wiring, and safety feature will comply with
ADOSH.

Performance Measure(s):
• City Council approval of CIP
• Full ADOSH, ADEQ, and EPA compliance.
• Fewer near misses of slips, trips, and falls from improved housekeeping
through more designed storage and work stations.
3
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•

•
•
•
•

Increased technician efficiency with ready access to needed special tools in
designated locations, improved workspaces, and fixed tools such as an
overhead gantry crane.
Less exposure to heat stress and dehydration with the ability for technicians to
work inside of the building instead of outside on heavy equipment.
Greater building energy efficiency with only two bay doors, LED lighting, energy
efficient heating and A/C.
Safer work environment with a designated welding area, separate from other
technician work areas and customer walkways.
Reduction in Building R&M account line, currently at around $12,000.

4
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Goal - Reputation
Livability Goal(s): Superior Public Service
Purpose:
It is easy for Fleet Maintenance to become a ‘forgotten entity’ because of its location
and role as a support service. However, to accomplish our stated purpose as a
division, we need the support of City management and council members. A good
reputation as a division that is productive, fiscally responsible, and efficient is vital for
such support.
Tactic:
•
•
•
•
•

Focus on published goals in the Fleet Stat report that is shared with city
management.
Share positive benchmarking results when released from Utilimarc with 2018
figures.
Apply for and submit external recognition for fleet management.
Utilize annual Service Level Agreement meetings with Fleet customers as an
opportunity to improve customer service expectations and needs.
Engage Public Information Office to Promote

Performance Measure(s):
• Meet established minimum serve goals on Fleet Stat report.
• Publish 2018 Utilimarc benchmarking results. Such as the 2017 results that
despite one of the highest workloads per technician, the City of Peoria Fleet
Maintenance maintained one of the lowest cost-per-mile on refuse trucks and
PD units.
• Share ‘Top 100 Fleets’ ranking with the
goal to move up from #86 last year.
• Make all accomplishments available
for Manager’s report.

5
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SOLID WASTE SWOT
SUMMATION AND
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
September 2019

Goal - Teamwork/ increased rapport among staff.
Livability Goal(s): Superior Public Service
Purpose:
This goal is a “must have” for success. As with
any team, each member must play his or her
part. As far back as 2009, the division has
struggled with the team concept. This is due,
in part, to the nature of the business. Unlike
other divisions in the city, most Solid Waste
tasks must be completed individually and on a
daily basis. As a result, there are internal
struggles due to perceptions, right or wrong,
regarding other employees’ work ethics. These struggles sometimes foster disrespect among
employees, leading to negative speech and actions. Poor rapport is a legitimate threat to the Solid
Waste Division. When poor rapport exists, the result is an increase in absenteeism. This leads to
heavier workloads, which, in turn, may impact the quality of work and may lead to an increase in
customer complaints. Therefore, the division would like to implement the following strategies to
increase teamwork and rapport:

Tactics/Strategy:
•

•
•

•

•

Employee engagement – to foster an environment where staff will enjoy coming to work, which
means a reduction in unscheduled absences. Employees will feel they are part of a team and a
part of the solution.
Recognition - To encourage employee engagement, the division will work on an “Employee of
the Month/Year Award.”
Increase Staff Meetings- Conduct staff meetings at least once a quarter, which will include
employee recognition and activity across the City (wellness events, ADP updates, advancement
opportunities, etc.)
Bragging Board- This will allow employees to look at the division’s highlights and
accomplishments. Some of the things that could be displayed are productivity and staff praises.
Employees will know their hard work does not go unnoticed. This will help to increase morale.
When employees see how hard their peers are working, it will help to create an environment of
respect.
Training Opportunities - One of the major concerns among equipment operators in the Solid
Waste Division is the ability to promote and do something other than drive or operate
equipment. They also lament when opportunities arise, they are not qualified because they
have not been trained. To address this, the division plans to open up training opportunities
based on eligibility lists.

Public Works – Solid Waste
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•

Improve Professionalism- One of the things that often gets lost among skilled laborers is that
everyone, regardless of position, needs to conduct themselves in a professional manner. The
first core value mentioned in the P.E.O.R.I.A values is “Professional”. Being professional means
that an employee would have the competence or skill expected of a professional. In order to
have good rapport, everyone needs to understand each other and communicate well. In order
to improve professionalism, the division plans to implement the following:
o Execute a Standard Operating Procedure regarding proper behavior at work, which
includes the PARS and MOU guidelines. The feeling is that with clear expectations,
employees would know what is acceptable and what is not, as well as the consequences
of failing to meet those expectations.

Performance Measure(s):
•
•

Reduction in union grievances and employee ethics complaints.
A reduction in call-ins would also signify that employees enjoy coming to work and want to be at
work every day.

Public Works – Solid Waste
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Goal – Adjust Recycling Services to Meet Industry Shift
Livability Goal(s): Economic Competitiveness, Superior Public Service, Healthy Neighborhoods

Purpose:
Recycling, as we once knew it has changed
dramatically. Once upon a time, any and
everything could be thrown in the recycle
bin, with no consequence. There was
enough revenue being sent back to the City,
that contamination went overlooked.
However, that all changed in 2018. Our
partner, City of Phoenix, initially informed
us the revenue we once received
(approximately $300,000), would
discontinue. Later that year, we were
informed we would be charged a recycling processing fee contaminated loads. This swung the
pendulum the other direction. After calculations, we estimated that a year’s worth of fees would
amount to approximately $200,000. Needless to say, this caused us to evaluate our operations. We
were able to use DIF funds to offset the processing fees. However, in the grand scheme of things, there
will be a big shock to the rate structure if contamination continues at current levels.

Tactics/Strategy:
•

New Recycling Programs- Implement/ add to existing education and outreach.
The division is currently only completing the bare minimum when it comes to inspections and
addressing contamination. This is because we only have two inspectors and one coordinator to
cover the entire city. We consider these areas to be both a weakness and a threat. We are
reactive, only addressing contamination in areas identified as problem areas. We only know of
these areas after being notified by the City of Phoenix Materials Recovery Facility (MRF).
Moreover, due to the staffing issues, we are not able to cover all of the identified areas in a
reasonable amount of time.
o Recheck/follow up - Inspectors would perform rechecks on the areas we have educated
to see if the problems have been corrected. This would be done a few weeks after the
initial inspection. If the problem was found to be corrected, the resident would be
notified via a container tag that recycle contents were found to be in compliance. If the
problem persists, residents would be informed that contents are unacceptable and they
would be at risk of losing their recycling privileges. There will be one additional inspector
added in FY2020. This will allow the division to reach more residents, with the goal of
reducing contamination.

Public Works – Solid Waste
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•

•

Enhanced Information Outreach - The division has done extensive research regarding methods
of education. A method that has worked in the City of Phoenix involves praise when necessary,
and bringing attention to contamination when needed. Phoenix accomplishes this by use of
specialized tags. We have borrowed this idea and produced our own tags. One of the tags is a
“Thank You”. It praises the resident for keeping the contamination out of the recycling
container.
Implement Tag - Dos and don’ts of recycling. This tag also contains pictures of acceptable
and unsuitable items. Both of the tags are written in English and Spanish. In addition, we
will create a tag that informs the resident the container will not be serviced until the
contaminants are removed. The division will also explore wrapping a few collection
vehicles with recycling messages.
Improved Reporting Efforts - Our inspectors currently use an Excel spreadsheet to log container
inspections. The division is in the process of testing ruggedized tablets with air cards that will
allow inspectors to log information in the field. The tablets will save time and streamline the
process of logging inspections. Our business analyst is also working with IT to create new fields
in MCare (field version of Northstar). These fields will automatically update Northstar and allow
any customer service representative or Solid Waste administrative staff to view any customer’s
history, including efforts made to reduce contamination. We are hoping that Northstar/MCare
will give us the ability to generate reports, so that we can easily report these to Maricopa
County. If not, other software will be explored.

Performance Measure(s):
•
•
•

Compare and look for a reduction in contamination, resulting in lower processing fees at
Materials Recovery Facilities (MRF’s).
Real time inspection uploads and reporting. Increase the number of inspections on a daily basis.
Goal is to reduce contamination to 19% in 2019.

Public Works – Solid Waste
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Goal – Evaluate/Implement Technology to Improve Efficiency
Livability Goal(s): Smart Growth, Superior Public Service

Purpose:
The Solid Waste industry is ever evolving. As population increases, so does the need to tweak collection
routes. Technology in the industry has also improved. The division has gone from route maps drawn on
paper, to routes produced using GIS (Geographic Information Systems) technology. This has produced
route maps that are easy to read and follow. However, as a division, we are still lacking. We have a
limited ability to track driver productivity, or monitor route activity. The software we use (Zonar) allows
us to see where a driver has been on his/her route. It also gives basic reports, such as armature (arm
lifts), speed, and idle time. However, the ability to report is limited. Many of the reports, when
generated, are placed together in an Excel spreadsheet. While some of the information is useful, the
reports are frequently inaccurate. In particular, the armature report lists multiple lifts at the same
address. While these can be sorted and
manipulated through Excel, many times the report
shows a far different number than what the driver
has reported. It is also, on many occasions, far less
than the house counts provided to us by our GIS
Coordinator. We have simply outgrown the Zonar
system. We also need a program that will provide
accurate reports, produce electronic route maps,
and integrate into ADP. Doing so will also allow us
to become more efficient, which will assist in
keeping rates low and also help us to accurately
run our operation. We suggest the following:
Tactics/Strategy:
•

•

Routing/GPS Upgrade- The division is aware of routing software that will suit our needs. The
software accurately tracks location and speed of each vehicle. It also shows when each
container assigned to a route has been serviced. In addition, it also provides a “bread crumb”
trail that can be logged and transferred into a default route. The supervisor or lead can assign
full routes or portions (help routes) to drivers electronically. The system also takes pictures of
exceptions (containers not out, carryout service) to verify service levels. It is also compatible
with ADP, and would allow field staff to accurately log lunch and break times. Finally, the system
has a routing component as well as a function that reports driver activity and productivity. The
division needs this type of software to accurately monitor our daily tasks and continue to
enhance our customer service levels.
360 Degree Cameras- Solid Waste Equipment Operator is among the top ten most dangerous
jobs in the country. One of the major reasons is that operators often maneuver through tight
spots such as alleys, and around other obstacles in residential neighborhoods. Most of the
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•

accidents that have occurred in
our division involve the
operator not checking
surroundings before moving. In
addition, the collection vehicles
have multiple blind spots. To
assist the operators, and help to
minimize accidents, the division
installed 360-degree cameras
on seven new collection
vehicles. The system gives the
operator the ability to see from
every angle. While these trucks
have only been on the road a short amount of time, we feel this is the future of the industryusing technology to improve safety. We would like to have 360-degree cameras installed on
each truck in the fleet.
Continued investigation and incorporation of safe driving technology into new collection
vehicles. Technology in passenger vehicles today is expected to become available in future heavy
vehicles to include blind-spot warning sounds and lights on side view mirrors, auto-braking to
avoid collisions, cruise control to maintain safe distances between vehicles.

Performance Measure(s):
•
•
•

Reduction in accidents.
Reduction in customer complaints.
Reduction in “Go-Back” work orders.
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STREETS SWOT
SUMMATION AND
IMPLEMENTATION
PLAN

September2019

Goal - Camaraderie to sustain and support the division’s key to success.
Livability Goal(s): Superior Public Services.
Purpose:
To get the best of our people and turn a
group of employees into a team, then
inspire them to consistently perform at their
peak, we must maintain a positive work
environment and an enriching culture.
Tactics/Strategy:
• Hire, train and retain the best of the
best.
• Keep existing staff relevant and knowledgeable in new and current technology,
techniques, innovation and industry trends;
• Support, sustain and improve upon the division’s diversity of experience,
professional expertise and reputation in the department, city and industry,
thereby earning and retaining confidence and respect for our operations, plans,
programs and projects.
• Emphasize desired character traits to hire employees whose career goals align
with those of the division;
o Strong oral and written communication skills;
o Positive attitude and expressed desire to work with others;
o Expressed desire to grow personally and professionally;
o Strong references of character and work ethic.
• Support, train and facilitate knowledge-share opportunities for staff to ensure
continual professional development;
o Adequately budget, staff and support/justify training to provide
opportunities for advanced education and/or certification in relevant
field;
o Identify and pursue certifications that exemplify top training and skill
level within relevant field.
o Meet with each employee within 6 months of hire to establish a clear
career path and every 6 months thereafter.
 Plan training and educational goals that support the division and
employee’s goals;
 Address the career path at each performance review, including the
mid-year, to ensure that it reflects the current goals of both employee
and supervisor (adjust as appropriate).
 Prioritize time to support training, cross training, and other growth
opportunities.
 Assign attainable goals by providing performance measures that are relevant to
each individual, or work group.
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o Seek input at all levels to facilitate a feeling of inclusion on all divisional
goals and objectives;
o Recognize goals accomplished and base performance review and positive
feedback on them.
Establish procedures for trained employees to knowledge-share with the group;
o Toolbox topics, group presentations building to formal presentation
practice as appropriate for the position/employee.
o Offer incentives to complete training and to train others;
 Incentives=opportunities to cross-train, priority consideration for
WOOC, memos of completion and commendation for personnel
files/notes to performance evaluation
Keep long-term employees inspired, motivated and continually developing
throughout their career with the division/department/city;
o Encourage professional affiliation, association and networking
opportunities;
o Actively engage and support cordial relationships within the
organization;
o Utilize operation/division meetings to participate in social/fun
activities and recognition for accomplishments;
o Utilize spot awards for excellent service provision;
Ensure positive feedback and promotion of the team in appropriate venue such as
City Manager Awards.
o Bring praise and acknowledgement back to the team to reinforce
motivation and goals.

Performance Measure(s):
• Attrition, turn-over rate and tenure;
• Training hours complete/Certifications;
• Rate of cross-trained staff;
• Rate of promotion/internal transfer.
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Goal - Achieve consistent lifecycle funding for street and drainage infrastructure
assets.
Livability Goal(s): Efficient Transportation
Purpose:
The Streets Division has evolved to a systematic
approach of programmed asset management for
long-term predictability and sustainability. The
program approach however, is subject to
budgetary implications that may suffer in a more
conservative economic climate. When the
budget outlook is guarded, “one-time” funding
requests may be more successful because they
do not carry the implications of long-term
budgetary commitments. By diversifying the
terms of certain projects, the Streets Division can
both support and capitalize on this circumstance
by having pre-scoped projects that are readily
adapted to “one-time” proposals for budget
purposes.
Tactics/Strategy:
• Identify and pursue a pavement maintenance lifecycle funding level that achieves
an average PCI of 74.
• Increase (or sustain) budget and productivity toward overall division goals, even
in a conservative fiscal climate.
• Prepare proactive alternatives to diversify the division’s approach to budget
proposals and be prepared with strategies that are likely to be more successful in
varying situations;
o As project ideas emerge, add to a “Pending Project” spreadsheet
for each operation;
o For budget input, appropriate projects that may be identified as
“one-time” alternate projects;
o Unfunded projects may be integrated to the program or
maintained as potential one-time projects;
o Projects will be reviewed with budget each year to ensure
validated prioritizations.
o Possibly showcase a “worst street of the year” to inspire funding
of that project
• Build flexibility into all maintenance programs through alternate approaches
(such as types of treatments, scope of project, combinations with other projects,
etc) to accomplishing the ultimate goals;
3
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•
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Scope appropriate projects as components that may be completed
independently, while remaining complimentary to the overall program;
Address intermittent maintenance projects such as fence and handrail painting
that may otherwise be deferred in favor of landscape;
Accelerate streetlight pole replacement or other equipment upgrade needs;
Address miscellaneous items that may be of special/particular interest to the
community or any of the division goals.
Incorporate alternate budget strategies for adaptation to various economic
climates.

Performance Measure(s):
• Pavement Condition Index (PCI).
o Maintain or increase overall PCI in good or better condition;
o Compare to prior years;
o Benchmark PCI;
 compare to other local cities;
• with comparable budgets/budget-based benchmark to
associate budget with PCI ↑↓ (to express cost of PCI
increase per point);
• with comparable staff levels/per capita benchmark.
• Value engineering = area completed per dollar.
o Compare to other local cities;
 with comparable budgets;
 with comparable staff levels / survey staffing levels;
• Per employee productivity ratings.
o compare to others in similar position;
o compare to previous years – acknowledge improvement.
• Per Group productivity ratings
o Compare to other cities/ work groups (i.e. Sweeper cycle times, miles
resurfaced, miles striped, signs installed/fabricated)
o Compare to group’s monthly/annual numbers
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Goal - Collaborate with Other Departments and Projects to Leverage Resource Savings
and Total Project Concept.
Livability Goal(s): Superior Public Services.
Purpose:
The Streets Division has steadily advanced its role
within the city, especially in the areas of pavement
inspection and management, streetlight
management and pavement markings/striping and
sign fabrication. Most of the division’s projects are
independently budgeted, planned and executed but
efficiencies may be realized when the division
coordinates budget and/or expertise with other
projects to complete a total project presentation.

•
•
•
•

Tactics/Strategy:
• Coordinate projects with Utilities,
Engineering, Parks and other Public Works Divisions
to capitalize on potential savings in expertise, public
outreach, traffic control, volume discounts,
mobilization and other costs by scheduling
concurrent or consecutive projects.
Establish the appropriate information exchange forum for project types,
schedules and locations, modify/adjust as appropriate;
Collaborate with division and project managers to ensure proper coordination
and points of contact;
Establish protocol for cost/resource sharing and project execution;
Report the results bringing attention to the value and efficiency of the
coordination;
o build confidence in our operations’ stewardship with allocated resources.

Performance Measure(s):
• Number of meetings with other departments and divisions to coordinate
projects or expectations;
• Report on coordinated projects – quantity and role;
• Savings reports;
• Project completion/acceleration rates;
• Value engineering = area completed per dollar/employee.
o Compare costs with other, similar projects to report estimated savings
and efficiencies
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TRANSIT SWOT
SUMMATION AND
IMPLEMENTATION
PLAN

September 2019

Goals
-

Demonstrate Compassion for Our Customers to Provide Superior Customer Service
Develop Comprehensive Transit Plan to Vision Future
Utilize Autonomous Vehicles in a strategic manner
Improve Transit Options through Implementation of Core Services

Livability Goal(s):
Efficient Transportation – Transit services provide transportation within Peoria as well as
provide connections outside of the city. This goal is achieved using a variety of services (Dial-ARide, ADA, fixed route, circulator service, etc.), and more to come. Metrics are used to monitor
the efficiency of the service.
Arts, Culture and Recreation – These social amenities should be accessible to all in the
community. Transit service provides the connection to allow those with mobility issues to
access these community features.
Economic Competitiveness – Access to an expanded, diverse workforce is critical to existing
business success as well as attracting new companies. Transit service expands the base of the
workforce by providing transportation to workers who may not have access to jobs otherwise.
Healthy Neighborhoods – Transit supports healthy neighborhoods in several ways. Transit
provides an option for people to walk or bike to a bus stop and leave their vehicle at home.
Residents can use transit to go to medical services that may not have been accessible to them.
In addition, clean-burning fuel and electric vehicles help reduce bus emissions.
Smart Growth - Transit provides an option for residents to leave cars at home to access areas in
their community and further. As the city grows, it is important to consider ways to mitigate
traffic congestion and other impacts of growth. Transit can help alleviate some of the issues
associated with an expanding city by providing transportation options.
Superior Public Service – Transit strives to understand the needs of the customer and adjust to
meet changing needs. This will help ensure transit service is provided at a level that addresses
what residents want and in a manner that exceeds their expectations.
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Goal 1 – Demonstrate Compassion for Our Customers to Provide Superior Customer Service
Purpose:
Understanding riders’ mobility issues
and having compassion for their
need and/or desire to use transit is
critical to providing the types of
quality services to meet their needs
to access every day functions. This
includes access to employment,
education, medical, shopping and
social activities which support a
complete community.
Tactics/Strategies:
• Training - A staff well-trained in areas including sensitivity and safety can better respond
to customer needs.
o Providing service to riders with a variety of special needs requires quality,
frequent and comprehensive sensitivity training.
o Safety is paramount to providing superior public service and transit staff strives
to incorporate safety in every aspect of transit service provision. Safety training
programs will continue to be evaluated for new opportunities for improvement.
Develop formal programs for training, technology reviews, and communication
strategies and use to implement on-going staff education.
• Communication - Employ various methods to provide information to residents about
transit service options (phone, email, website, social media, public meetings, etc.).
o Provide different options to encourage and receive comments from residents (as
above).
o Utilize existing assets to enhance communication such as outdoor advertising
space, the circulator mobile app or in-unit videos.
• Understand riders’ needs – the above methods will help us stay “in-tune” with riders’
needs. Surveys can be used update and assess rider needs.
• Develop Customer information/education.
• Plans created and implemented by September 2019. Reassessment and implementation
will be on going.
Performance Measure(s):
• Review customer contacts (concerns and compliments).
• Surveys to assess our performance levels as it pertains to compassion.
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Goal 2 -Develop Comprehensive Transit Plan to Vision Future
Purpose:
A Transit Master Plan is the roadmap for future transit services in the city and the sub-region as
it maps the way for connectivity for residents and visitors. It will categorize current service
levels and effectiveness as well as identify current needs. The Plan will provide projections for
future needs and costs to provide services to meet those needs. In addition, the Plan will need
to identify sources of funds that are both one-time and on-going to create and maintain a
sustainable transit program. It will also explore the changing and delivery methods and how
they might be incorporated in an effective transit system.
Tactics/Strategies:
• Establish Current Service Levels and Effectiveness
• Identify Needs including the transit trends of different Peoria demographics - Choice
Riders vs. Transit Dependent Riders.
• Identify Costs
• Identify Funding Sources
• Determine Implementation Plan and Schedule
• Create System to Update Plan Regularly
o Obtain funding for a master plan and develop process to secure funding for
transit improvements identified in the Plan
o Solicit consultant to develop Plan
o Identify stakeholders to participate in building the Plan
o Identify key areas to consider while building the Plan such as:
 Current and future demographics – Transit-Dependent and Choice Riders
 Environmental factors and policies and the impact on transit
 Aging population impacts
 Economic changes and the impact on transit, how to address more
proactively
 Addressing passenger access and comfort needs (safe pedestrian paths,
shade, shelters and stops, ease of locating and identifying stops, etc.)
 Incorporating transit oriented development and mobility oriented
concepts to improve access and encourage use
 Alternate modes of transportation usage and connections to transit
(shared rides, bikes, scooters, etc.)
 Design standards for transit improvements (pull-outs, pedestrian paths,
etc.)
 Identify resident education opportunities to explain how to use transit,
and why it is important to the community, garner support
 Evolving technologies (how to evaluate and potentially integrate new
technology transit options along with consideration of effects on current
and future transit programs and development impacts)
o Integration with existing and future city planning documents and programs
o Completion of the final Plan will take approx. 18 months, but information
discovered along the way can be used to make changes to current service
• Update technology
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o Updated Trapeze dispatching software will improve routing efficiencies and
allow improved service levels to customers.
o IVR (Interactive Voice Response) integration will improve riders’ ability to
schedule, cancel and check on trips on DAR service.
o Further enhancements to technology will allow real-time access to bus arrival
times, ability to access other modes of transportation, and new options as
technology development grows.
Performance Measure(s):
• Key targets will be identified and monitored for the process to prevent it from
stalling and to stay on schedule.
• Schedule importance will be conveyed to the Consultant.
• Completion of fixed route grid along with implementation of other transit options.
• Master Plan predicted market alterations and provide appropriate planning and
actions to quickly adapt.
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Goal 3 - Utilize Autonomous Vehicles Strategically
Purpose:
Advances in technology will continue to change the dynamics of providing transit services.
Integrating evolving technologies such as autonomous vehicles can enhance the mobility of
residents and visitors by offering rides in real-time while potentially reducing costs, increasing
efficiency, improving safety (anti-collision, auto-breaking, etc.), and staying flexible to meet
changing transit needs. Implementation of the technology must solve a problem or enhance a
service as well as prove the concept.
Tactics/Strategy:
• Explore areas/needs where
autonomous vehicles can be successful
o First Mile/Last Mile transit
connection
 Where in city to offer,
why in these areas
(determine criteria), or
offer completely in city
boundaries, or beyond
borders
 Who is best served with this service
o Entertainment Areas (P83, Old Town, future corridors)
o Shopping Districts (Four Corners, 83rd and Happy Valley, future locations)
o Partnership Potential (Casino, Peoria Crossing, Park West, Glendale’s
Westgate area, Arrowhead Towne Center, etc.)
• Evaluate autonomous services and vehicles
o What does each offer
o Benefits and Disadvantages of each option
o Types of vehicles, levels of accessibility, ease of arranging for service
• Cost
o Cost to user
o Cost to city – if applicable
o Options
 Does city facilitate services but not incur costs
 Partnerships with businesses that can benefit from service
 Riders pay all fees or shares cost with others
 City pays but exercises greater control over deployment
• Develop communication plan with users to educate on how to use the service and
create system to monitor successes and evaluate and address issues
• The goal supports each of Peoria’s Livability Goals.
• Conduct analysis of cities using autonomous vehicles and in what application(s)
o What needs are being met
o How well is service working
o What are costs and who pays
o What is not working and why, what has been tried to remedy issues
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Explore partnership opportunities with businesses to create autonomous vehicle
service areas to benefit businesses (staff and customers), as well as residents

Performance Measure(s):
• Safety, customer satisfaction, effectiveness, and cost savings.
• Rider perception and acceptance with the technology (a.k.a adoption)
• Other measures may need to be added as project continues.
Goal 4 – Improve Transit Options through Implementation of Core Services
Purpose:
Providing transit services is instrumental in the advancement of mobility and connectivity for
residents and visitors. The transit services provided must include a variety of options to meet
the changing needs of customers. Transit services integrate and in some cases, rely on each
other to facilitate customer movement. To build a robust and flexible transit system requires
the identification of basic, core services that must be in place for all enhancement transit
services to succeed. This goal will be to identify core transit services and related transit options
that can be implemented to achieve a comprehensive, functional and sustainable transit
program.
Tactics/Strategy:
• Define core transit and paratransit services
• Evaluate areas/needs to determine the core levels of transit or paratransit that exist and
where
• Determine what services need to be implemented and where, to achieve the
implementation of core services citywide
• Identify transit options to supplement and/or enhance the core services
o First Mile/Last Mile transit connections and options
o Alternate modes of transit (rideshare - Lyft, Uber, autonomous, etc. )
o Other options
• Evaluate funding opportunities and further development of transit funding options
o Local
o Regional
o State and/or federal
o Options other than sales tax based
o Private/Public Partnerships
• Cost Estimates
• Incorporate resident and business communication methods at each step to receive
input on program development and needs assessments
• Develop timeline for implementation phases
• Create evaluation methodology with metrics for success
Performance Measure(s):
• Identification of core level transit services and ability to communicate these basic
service levels.
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Development of a comprehensive plan with transit options to supplement and support
the core services.
Satisfaction ratings from residents.
Recognition of the benefit of transit measured by support of the community (through
feedback/survey).
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